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ā

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13

Total Responses 1,710 1,612 1,616 1,561 1,607 1,670 1,478 1732 1,410 1,567 1343 1,121 1,648
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ā

Ethnicity

NZ European Maori Samoan

Tongan Chinese Indian

Other

Age

14 years or under 15-24 years 25-34 years 35-44 years

45-54 years 55-64 years 65-74 years 75 years and over

Gender

Female Male Gender diverse



http://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/nelson-future-access-project/


39%

56%

5%

Which long term transport package is 
likely to be the most successful in 

enabling the vision for Nelson?

Inland Route Package Priority Lanes Package Coastal Corridor Widening



- “It is the only solution to attempt to reduce vehicles on the road by changing the habits of 

users. All other solutions enable more capacity to vehicles where 75% of single user vehicles 

is the main problem.” 

- “I think it will cut down on traffic jams and flow better. Allow emergency services better and 

faster access to the hospital and travelling at speed to an emergency.” 

- To travel along the waterfront is such a beautiful scenic route to make it more accessible to 

all users, vehicles, cyclists, pedestrians we should enhance and celebrate this with clever 

design.”

39%

56%

5%

What package do you think will help 
you change the way you choose to 

travel? 

Inland Route Package Priority Lanes Package Coastal Corridor Widening



44%

51%

5%

Best response to sea-level rise

Inland Route Package: Priority Lanes Package: Coastal Corridor Widening:

34%

61%

5%

Best response to carbon emissions

Inland Route Package: Priority Lanes Package: Coastal Corridor Widening:



- “I think priority lanes have got a lot of potential. In California, electric vehicle only lanes 

were key to getting electric cars into mainstream use.” 

- “Inland means vehicles will be on the road for shorter time as less holdups/congestion.” 

- “'Carbon emissions will dissipate easier around the coastal road.”

36%

54%

10%

Successful in walking/cycling between 
Annesbrook and city centre

Inland Route Package: Priority Lanes Package: Coastal Corridor Widening:



- This option keeps the reserve and the coastal highway open to foot and bicycle traffic.”

- “The coastal road becomes a safer road with only local traffic. At present the mix of cycle 

lanes on the road & shared footpath seems confusing to cyclists, seen frequently by their use 

of any area that is car free, including footpaths not designated as cycle lanes.” 

- “If we work on reserving the coastline, which is a huge part of our city that many people 

utilize and treasure, we can continue to keep our city connected to nature. People would 

want to use this road more often.” 

90%

10%

Cycle paths vs lanes

Separated cycle paths On-road cycle lanes



- “When I am cycling with my kids to kindergarten or school, I prefer to have cycle lanes, or I 

cycle on the footpath for the safety of the kids. “ 

- “Improving bike paths and safer cycling needs to go hand in hand with providing more 

opportunities for bike parking, redesigning crossings so it is clear to drivers that cyclists 

also get right of way. Clearly indicated cycle paths if on-road by making the seal another 

colour. 

- “Protected cycle-lanes make safety sense and the experience appealing and enjoyable for 

those who are nervous. 20km zones are ok for shared use. They also have significant health 

benefits.” 

25%

4%

13%

15%

26%

17%

Types of cyclists

Confident cyclist Nervous cyclist Dedicated cycle lane

Commute by bike Recreational rider Family rider



23%

77%

Space for parking vs walking/cycling

Space for parking Space for walking and cycling

21%

79%

Reside within 4km of 
CBD

Within 4km and want space for parking

Within 4km and want space for cycling

28%

72%

Reside more than 4km 
out of CBD

Outside 4km and want space for parking

Outside 4km and want space for cycling



- “There needs to be parking available for residents and cafes/restaurant, and also for the 

older community to access viewing areas.” 

- “We have sufficient parking places, especially now that we have new parking meters. Keeping 

rotation of parking spaces is important- as per current charging plan.” 

- “Now that I'm driving heaps with my toddler, of course I also appreciate good parking. 

However, this is a chicken and egg situation. If there were better opportunities for cycling, I 

wouldn't need parking. I certainly would like to see less cars in Nelson’s city centre so would 

definitely give priority to giving more space to cycling and walking over parking.” 

- “I really like the idea that there is flexibility with these lanes and trials should be held to see 

what use works best, splitting up freight and multi-passenger cars sounds Worthy of 

trialling.” 

- “Buses need to be out of the traffic to make them more attractive.  Cars with more people 

will be hard to police.”

- “Somewhere there would have to be a merge point. Proven difficult areas for Nelson drivers, 

slowing traffic flow and contributing to many accidents. Unless it's 2 laned all the way into 

town and then separated, not merged, it's not going to help. How are the priority lanes 

policed?” 

19%

26%

55%

Who should have priority?

All traffic Only buses & freight Buses, freight & cars carrying more



32%

65%

3%

Most successful for public transport

Inland Route Package: Priority Lanes Package: Coastal Corridor Widening Package:



- “I think that if you create the priority lanes package in addition to reduced cost park-and-

ride buses and good regular buses along with retaining and improving the railway reserve 

as safe cycling lane we would have more people cycling, using public transport and using 

multiple occupancy vehicles to get to city”. 

- “The inland route is the best option in my opinion for the following reasons; making use of 

land which was used for transport in earlier days (rail), shortest route, air quality will be 

addressed with plenty of planting and deflecting concrete panels for sound, keeping Rocks 

Road which was not designed for the amount of current traffic, making our public safer on 

Rocks Road.” 

- “I think that whatever is created on the waterfront will look amazing and have extreme 

thought go into for obvious reasons. I just can't fathom a road through schools, homes and a 

community, so for that reason I'm 100% for the widening of the waterfront.” 

- “Enhancing the cycling and walking on rocks road would be a priority, encouraging multiple 

people per car is a priority, noise and air pollution are a big concern for Rocks Road or South 

Nelson if more vehicles are travelling, public transport and cycling seem much more 

sustainable, central Nelson should be pedestrian and cycling as much as possible.” 

38%

49%

7%

6%

Best at solving Nelson’s transport issues 

Inland Route Package Priority Lane Package

Coastal Corridor Widening Short term measures only



- “Better bus services that ran longer and to more out laying places, not just down the main 

road. Example, the airport, Hill St Richmond, Brightwater, Wakefield, Appleby, Mapua to 

Motueka.” 

- “A 'Park and Ride' scheme. Create a parking area in Richmond where people can park their 

car and then catch public transport into Nelson. It would provide stops along the way, e.g. 

hospital, Tahuna, schools, etc.” 

- “The only way I think other priority lanes is a tunnel thru the hill. The coastal route isn’t 

stable, the inland route takes away our main safe route for walking and cycling to town - will 

disrupt all of Nelson south with noise and pollution, still for a bottle neck round school. And 

it's a narrow piece of land. Put pedestrian and cyclist over passes rather than lights on the 

main roads” 

- “Expand the pedestrian only areas of the CBD and only allow disabled parking close to shops. 

Keep car parking to the outskirts, improve bus services and subsidise as cheaper than 

building and maintaining new roads. Subsidise e-bike and other electric modes of transport.” 

 

72%

28%

Crossing points vs shorter journeys on 
main arteries

Yes (more crossing points): No (shorter journey times):



37%

63%

Will COVID affect daily travel patterns

Yes No

75%

25%

Reside within 4km of 
CBD

Within 4km and want more crossing points

Within 4km and want shorter journey times

65%

35%

Reside more than 4km 
out of CBD

Outside 4km and want more crossing points

Outside 4km and want shorter journey times



https://nzta.mysocialpinpoint.com/nelson-future-access#/





